Al-Azhar International Boarding School is an educative and accommodative place for Islam high school student. The facilities in the building complex provide for education activity but also for place to stay after student done with their school time. The main purpose of these facilities is for providing alternative educational facilities in East Java.

In the concept processing of this school design, image, comfort and safety of the building was considered as the primary concept. The library and mosque is being placed in the front of the site for making the sign of the Islamic building complex itself. And placing of the dormitory in the back of the site is because comfort and safety of the school resident is being considered in the design. Arabesque as the theme is placing in the building as the decorative aspect such as being a grid, floor tile and also plafond tile.

The building complex is having three main facilities that divided into Education, Housing, and services. For the education facilities, is consist of School building. For housing facilities is consist of Dormitory building. And for service is consist of cafeteria, Mosque and also Sport facilities.